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His delegation did not underestimate -^ need to establish regional

economic co-operation and co-ordinate action at the sub-regional level.

It considered, however, that sub-regional co-operation was an important

step in that direction

He wished to stress the importance of the project for establishing

a West African i^on and D'icel complex. Eis Government had taken several

steps in that connexion since the Commission's seventh session. Consul

tations had taken place3 with all the countries of the sub-region which

"had agreed in principle to the establishment of an iron and steel au-

thoritj within the framework of the general system of economic co-operation

in West Africa.. ..With respect to■ the plant to bo set up in...Liberia, in ..

view of the positive .reaction of.jche International Bank for -Reconstruction

and Development-and other 'financing institutions, hie Government had

commissioned several pre-investment studies, That phase of the project

was; being carried out. with the assistance of uUIDO and the financial aid

of UHDP. The ECA secretariat had alro provided extensive technical assis

tance,, in conformity with, the decision taken at the Bamako -Conference,

It was to be hoped that the implementation of the project .would represent

a first step towards, close oc-operation:in aP.l -::.c."^.3 botwoon the countries

in. the region, :,.■■■

Mr. BAHTZI (Democratic Republic of the Congo) said he thought

tna.t 'economic co-operation in Africa was .primarily a question, of harmo

nizing production plans? trade and research on economic development. Before

being introduced, at the regional level, co-operation must be achieved

between neighbouring Stat.es-; or at the sub-regional level.

With regard to the harmonization of production plans, industrialisa

tion would enable the African countries to raise their standards of living

and.buttress their.political independence. In view of the obstacles which

international finance, placed in the path of economic progress by the

young nationsj close.co-operation among those nations was essential. In

Africa, a start could be made in sub-regional co-operation by taking

stock of each country's potentialities defining priority goals and
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drawing up concerted development plans. Such a division of laboto would

call for a study of financing and implementation conditions for the

projects. In that connexion, ECA would have to persuade the developed

countries to institute what Mr. Mboya had called a "Marshall Plan for
Africa".

With regard to trade, only an "open-door" policy would make possible

closer co-operation among the African countries. Free trade groupings
had been set up and it was important for them to lower trade barriers

in favour of their neighbours in order to facilitate broader co-operation.
His country had aireadj contributed to that development, as its trade
-ith other African countries showed a clear excess of imports over export,,.

tte African countries must pool their efforts in the field of

research. In addition to the continent-s existing facilities, his country
-de available to the African countries a number of eoofcomic, industrial
and scientific research institute, and centres mainly located at Lovaniun,
University (Kinshasa) and at Lubumbashi University.

Increased co-operation was also needed in the training of professional
staff, mstead of sending their students to the developed countries, where
they chose a subject of study not yet offered in their home countries,
the African states should encourage them to attend African universities.

That would both make it possible to justify the substantial sums invested
xn those institutions and to avoid cutting students off from the realities
of their environment, while guaranteeing them a solid training.

One of the most important forms of co-operation should be the har
monization of national economic infrastructures. Suoh ^bMU*

assumed special importance in regard to transport, particularly rail
transport.

Unfortunately, Africa was at present divided, not only by the

language barrier, which was easily overcome, but, what was much more
serious, by the methods of economic co-operation inherited from the

former colonial Powers. As the Nigerian representative had so aptly
pointed out, because of preferential tariffs, some African countries
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The Executive Secretary of ECA had rightly emphasized that

foreign capital, both pubUc and private, would probably be forthcoming

in the desired quantity as and when the governments mobilised the

human and material reBouroeS of their countries more completely and

took the measures necessary tc create a climate favourable to

investment. That was the strategy that must serve as the basl8 for

development planning.

First of all, it was necessary to increase national savings.

By reducing the rate of increase in operating-expenditure and

improving tax policy, governments should De able to increase their

savings substantially. In the same way, by sustained action xn the

sector of educating their citizens, it should be possible'^ increase

tne savings of individu***** enterprises and to reduce capital

^ transfers to the minimum. That was how Tunisia had been able to make

a very substantial increase in the ratio cf investment to the gross

national product, which had risen from 14 tc 28 per cent ftaMa 1<*O

and' 1965, a period during which domestic savings also grew. In

order to maintain gross fixed capital formation at a high level,

that policies would be continued, and it was planned that gross

domestic savings should reach the level of 17-5 Per cent of the gross

domestic product. Thus Tunisia's external deficit in goods and

services could be reduced from 10 to about 4 per cent of the gross

domestic product "by 1970*

He was happy to note tv, importance that ECA attached to the

problem of training. The recommendations of the Working Party on

Manpower and Training that recently met at Addis Ababa would have to be

implemented. Tunisia was trying to lay the foundations of manpower

planning and to collaborate in that sector with the other African

countries. In addition to the fellowships that the Tunisian Government

had offered through OAU, the forthcoming establishment of an African

insurance institute in Tunis would contribute to the training of

competent African cadres. The efforts of ECA, the Dakar Institute and

the other African training centres, as well as of I0ITAR, should make i

possible to carry through the important task of vocational training

for the younger generation*
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Ato ABBUBAHMAH (Ethiopia) said he wished to touch on the

Africa, continent-s economic and social problems before discussing the

ECA programme of work. Africa was base* * hunger, disease and xgnor-

a^oe. Economic development was therefore an essential means of al

leviating those ills, ,ut the question of how to achieve those end,

remained unanswered. The method of trial and error was xmpractxoa.le,

concerted action and common methods were necessary.

The Commission had teen set up to study economic development

problems and find the test ways of solving them. It had bo far

diagnosed, defined and analysed the problems, «* had in particular^
sZsed the urgent need to develop agriculture and education xn order
to counter hunger and unemployment. It had already declared hat it

had completed the first phase of its work, that of making stud.es and
intended to go on to the second phase, that of implementing programs

and assisting member States with their economic and social projects.

The programme of work submitted by EC. for the coming Menmum stall,
however, se^d to be dominated by preliminary and general studies,..

Which were unlikely to lead to speedy action. In his opin.on, ECA
should revise its programme of work and submit specific proposals,

especially for increasing agricultural production and expanding m ustry,

Co-operation among African countries was also hampered by a lack of
information on trade opportunities and practices. The programme of

work should, therefore, be revised in that respect, too, and a change
-, - «-p wa «>miild -Derhaps "be consiaerea.

in the administrative machinery of ECA should peraape

Mr. CEAEPEfTTIER (^ance) said he had a number of comments to

make on developments in the economic situation and the proems it

posed for African economic development.

The total figures for 1965 and the estimates for 1966 showed that

international trade had continued to grow during that period ,ut that

the developing countries had not fully achieved the targets they had
set themselves. The position in regard to commodity trade was stall .

disquieting. In 1965, ooeo. prices in real terms had fallen to the
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experiments, including the four sub-regional associations promoted "by

EGA, implied co-ordination of the various mothods of administration and

planning in groups of neighbouring countries. In the first oase, there

was a groat risk of strengthening the former economic dependence on

Europ©, without decisively intensifying trade with other African States

and oven with partners in the association. In the second case, there

was a danger that the development of a group of countries would turn

out to. the detriment of the others and would tend to make each part of

Africa inward looking.

It was therefore essential Ho establish permanent negotiations

among the African States in order to avoid too flagrant inequalities

in .their development. Such permanent negotiation raised the problem

of the .sacrifices that eaoh would have to make in the common interest*

It implied a constant adaptation of national policies -to aohieve the

harmonious development of all. It was vital for that essentially

political enterprise to succeed,., if .the efforts of. ECA were to bear

fruit.

In that spirit he had proposed at Niamey in October 1966 that, by

a rational division of labour, OAU should bocome the centre for such

negotiations and should make politically viable the projects that EGA

had prepared technically. His Organization oould bocome the forum in

which were negotiated arrangements calculated to remove the politioal

obstaoles that might hamper the economic development of Africa. It

oould also bring about the necessary mutual concessions.

If his Organization wore to play that role, two conditions would

have to be fulfilled. The first was that all the African States members

of OAU should undertake to persuade the multinational groupings to which

they belonged to pool their experience. The second condition was that

specific rules should be laid down to guide OAU in any attempt to

compose differences among African States in regard to economic

co-ordination.
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With that end in view, it would he useful to draw up a statement

or: work, out a charter on African economic collaboration• Hules already

existed within the framework- of ECA and OAU, hut not in a sufficiently

comprehensive form. As in the case of human rights, the basic require^

menta. should, be formally laid down, without necessarily imposing any

binding obligation on States- In such a document, the African States

would undertake to oo-ordinate their eoonomic activities, with those of

their neighbours, foster the development of their associates as well

as their own, harmonize their transport and communications, and refrain

from curtailing any programme for economic co-operation with neighbouring

countries because of temporary political friction.

The general secretariat of OAU hoped that the African States would

take speedy i:steps with a view to the definition of suoh principles* The

present session would be a historical one if it initiated such action*

The meeting rose at l«20 p«m.




